In this paper, we use Heegaard Floer homology to study reducible surgeries. In particular, suppose K is a non-cable knot in S 3 with a positive L-space surgery. If p-surgery on K is reducible, we show that p " 2gpKq´1. This implies that any knot with an L-space surgery has at most one reducible surgery, a fact that we show additionally for any knot of genus at most two.
Introduction
Let K be a knot in S 3 , and denote by S -Dehn surgery on K. Recall that a 2-sphere in a 3-manifold is essential if it is not the boundary of any ball in the manifold. In this paper, we will be concerned about the case when S -surgery on the unknot. In fact, the Cabling Conjecture asserts that this is the only example:
Conjecture 1.1 (Cabling Conjecture, Gonzalez-Acuña -Short [GAS86] ). If K is a knot in S 3 which has a reducible surgery, then K is a cable and the reducing slope is given by the cabling annulus.
The reducing slope given by the cabling annulus is precisely the example mentioned above. Here, torus knots are considered cables of the unknot. The Cabling Conjecture is true for many classes of knots, including torus knots [Mos71] , satellite knots [Sch90] , and alternating knots [MT92] . In particular it suffices to consider hyperbolic knots.
Note that for cabled knots, the reducing slope is an integer and one of the connected summands is a lens space. These conditions are known to be true for any reducible Dehn surgery (see [GL87] and [GL89] , respectively). In particular, neither S 3 1 pKq nor S 3 0 pKq is reducible. Thus, assume 1 ă | p q | " |p|. Additionally, it is known from [GL96] that the geometric intersection number between any two distinct reducing slopes for a knot is 1. Since these slopes are integral, it follows that any knot in S 3 has at most two reducible surgeries, which would necessarily be consecutive integers. In addition, it is shown in [MS03] that for non-cable knots, any reducing slope p satisfies the bound |p| ď 2g´1, where g denotes the genus of K. This bound, along with the other results previously mentioned, severely restricts the possible reducing slopes of a non-cable knot: it must be an integer p in the range 1 ă |p| ď 2g´1.
(1.1)
Heegaard Floer homology, defined in [OS04d] , has proved very useful in answering questions involving Dehn surgery. Recall that to each closed, oriented 3-manifold Y , Ozsváth and Szabó associate to Y a finitely generated abelian group y HF pY q, which splits over Spin c structures:
Throughout this paper all Heegaard Floer chain complexes will be computed with F " Z{2Z coefficients, and we therefore omit them from the notation. We will also work with the related invariant HF`pY q, a module over the ring FrU s, where U is a formal variable. Heegaard Floer homology has been especially fruitful when studying surgeries which yield lens spaces. This is facilitated by the simplicity of their Heegaard Floer groups. In particular, a lens space Y satisfies dim y HF pY q " |H 2 pY ; Zq|. More generally, any rational homology sphere satisfies the inequality dim y HF pY, sq ě 1 for each s; an L-space is a rational homology sphere where equality is satisfied for all s. A knot in S 3 with a positive L-space surgery is called an L-space knot. Obviously, a knot with an L-space surgery is either an L-space knot or its mirror is. Admitting such a surgery imposes strong restrictions on the knot, such as being fibered [Ghi08, Ni07] .
There is a sort of complementary result to (1.1) given in [KMOS07] for L-space surgeries: if K has a positive L-space surgery, then its slope satisfies p q ě 2g´1. Hence if a reducible L-space is obtained by surgery on a hyperbolic knot in S 3 , the slope must be˘p2g´1q. It is shown in [Gre10] that reducible L-spaces that bound a so-called sharp 4-manifold cannot arise from Dehn surgery on a knot in S 3 . It also follows from [Gre10] , combined with [BZ98] , that a hyperbolic knot in S 3 cannot admit both a lens space surgery and a reducible surgery. The goal of this paper is to show that Heegaard Floer homology is a potentially useful tool to study the Cabling Conjecture. One of the key observations is that Heegaard Floer homology satisfies a Künneth formula [OS04c, Theorem 1.5], in the sense that if Y -Y1#Y2, then
since we are working with F-coefficients. This property and its analogue for HF`, combined with the fact that lens spaces are L-spaces, gives a pattern to the Heegaard Floer homology groups of a manifold with a lens space summand (see Lemma 2.6). We will then compare this to the structure of the Heegaard Floer homology of a manifold obtained by surgery on a knot using the mapping cone formula of [OS08] . As a warm-up with the techniques, we will give a proof of a classical result.
Theorem 1.2 (Boyer-Zhang [BZ96]). Genus 1 knots satisfy the Cabling Conjecture.
Note that Theorem 1.2 additionally follows from (1.1). While our proof does not rely on the upper bound in (1.1), it will play an important role in the proof of our main theorem, which determines the possible reducing slope of L-space knots.
We also have the following corollaries of Theorem 1.3. p pKqq for p an integer. In order to do this, we use the mapping cone formula given in [OS08] . We now briefly sketch the construction to establish notation.
Review of the mapping cone formula
For a subset X of Z ' Z, let CX be the subgroup of CF K 8 pKq generated by those elements with filtration level pi, jq P X. The set CX will have an induced chain complex structure if it may be obtained by passing from CF K 8 pKq to successive subcomplexes or quotient complexes. For s P Z define complexes p As " Ctmaxti, j´su " 0u, p Bs " Cti " 0u and As " Ctmaxti, j´su ě 0u,
Throughout this section, we will use˝to denote either p or`. Note that B˝-CF˝pS 3 q. Fix a nonzero integer p, and consider performing p-surgery on K. There are two canonical chain maps vs : As Ñ Bs and hs : As Ñ Bs`p, where p vs (respectively vs ) is given by projection to Cti " 0u (respectively projection to Cti ě 0u), and p hs (respectively hs ) is a composition of three chain maps: the first is projection to Ctj " su (respectively Ctj ě su), the second is a chain homotopy equivalence which shifts vertically to Ctj " 0u (respectively Ctj ě 0u), and the final is a chain homotopy equivalence to Cti " 0u (respectively Cti ě 0u) induced by Heegaard moves.
For s P Z, define chain maps
where for x P At , Dp ,s pxq " vt pxq`ht pxq.
It is clear that Dp ,s " Dp ,s 1 for s " s 1 pmod pq. Define Xp ,s " ConepDp ,s q, where Cone denotes the (homological) mapping cone. Define
Xp ,s .
For integral surgeries, there is a canonical identification of Spin c pS 3 p pKqq with Z{pZ, described explicitly in [OS08, Subsection 2.4]. We will assume throughout the remainder of this paper that this identification has been fixed for any such surgered manifold. For s P Z, we will use rss to denote the Spin c structure corresponding to the mod p residue class of s. The identification is Z{pZ-equivariant in the sense that rs`1s " rss`P Drµs, where µ represents the meridian of K. Under this identification, the complexes As are quasi-isomorphic to CF˝pS 
Properties of the mapping cone formula
There is a standard diagram associated to Xp , to which we will refer as the mapping cone diagram. An example of this is given in Figure 1 . We will not distinguish between the diagram and the corresponding chain complex.
The mapping cone diagram for p " 3. Each color in the diagram corresponds to Xp ,s for some s.
To simplify our study of Xp ,s we pass to a smaller, quasi-isomorphic chain complex. Let g denote the genus of K. Recall that
where { HF KpK, tq denotes the summand of { HF K in Alexander grading t [OS04a, Theorem 1.2]. As in the proof of [OS11, Proposition 9.6], this implies that the map vs : As Ñ Bs induces an isomorphism on homology for all s ě g. Indeed, the kernel of p vs (respectively vs ) is the subcomplex Cti ă 0, j " su (respectively Cti ă 0, j ě su), which is acyclic when s ě g. Furthermore, the image of vs in Bs has acyclic quotient. Similarly, the map hs : As Ñ Bs`p induces an isomorphism on homology for all s ď´g These facts imply the following proposition.
Proposition 2.2. Define the truncated mapping cone diagram, denoted Xp , to be the following:
• The objects in the diagram are the homology groups As " H˚pAsq for 1´g ď s ď maxtg´1, 1´g`pu, as well as Bs " H˚pBs q for 1´g`p ď s ď g´1.
• The maps in the diagram are the induced maps vs " pvsq˚which have both their domain and codomain in the object set, and similarly for the induced maps hs " phsq˚. 
Note that p
Bs -F and Bs -FrU, U´1s{U FrU s for all s. Throughout, we use the notation T`for FrU, U´1s{U FrU s. Two examples of the truncated mapping cone diagram can be found in Figure 2 . Lemma 2.3. For all s P Z, the modules As " H˚pAsq and A˝s " H˚pA˝sq are isomorphic and under this isomorphism, the maps vs and h˝s agree.
Proof. By [OS04b, Proposition 3.9], we have that the complex obtained from CF K 8 pKq by reversing the roles of i and j is filtered chain homotopy equivalent to the original complex. Thus, the subquotient complexes As and A˝s are chain homotopy equivalent, and the following diagram commutes
Consider the submodule of As consisting of the image of U N for arbitrarily large N . This submodule is independent of N and isomorphic to T`. Denote the restrictions of vs and hs to this submodule by vs and hs , respectively. Define
Vs " rankpker vs q, Hs " rankpker hs q.
It turns out that for all s, both Vs and Hs are finite. By the lemma above, it follows that Vs " H´s. Under the identifications of U N¨As and Bs with T`, we have that vs is given by multiplication by U Vs . A similar result holds for hs .
Lemma 2.4 ([NW10, Lemma 2.4]). The Vs form a non-increasing sequence, i.e.,
Vs ě Vs`1 for all s P Z.
Similarly, the Hs form a non-decreasing sequence, i.e.,
Hs ď Hs`1 for all s P Z.
Lemma 2.5. For all s P Z, the integers Vs and V´s are related by
V´s " Vs`s. Ctmaxti, j´su ě 0u Ñ Ctmaxti, j´su ě 0u{Cti ă 0, j ě su " Cti ě 0u, and note that induced map on homology can be identified with vs : As Ñ Bs . As discussed above, for k " 0, under the identifications of U k¨As and Bs with T`, vs is multiplication by U Vs . Since the lowest grading of a non-trivial element in H˚pCti ě 0uq -HF`pS 3 q is zero and the quotient map from Ctmaxti, j´su ě 0u to Cti ě 0u preserves grading, the lowest grading of a non-zero element in U k¨As is´2Vs. We have 4N"´2 pVs´V´s`sq, i.e., V´s " Vs`s, as desired.
We conclude this subsection by recalling the definition of νpKq, first given in [OS11, Definition 9.1]:
νpKq " mints | p vs ‰ 0u.
The knot genus has a description in terms of νpKq [OS11, Proposition 9.6]:
2.3 Some remarks and a proof of Theorem 1.2
In order to utilize Heegaard Floer homology to study reducible surgeries, we establish an important structure in the Heegaard Floer homology of a 3-manifold with an L-space summand. where the isomorphism is as relatively-graded FrU s-modules. Since Y1 is an L-space, we also have that´Y1 is an L-space (again by [OS04c, Proposition 2.5]), and thus HF´p´Y1, s1q -FrU s. Therefore, by the (algebraic) Künneth theorem, we have HF´p´Y, sq -HF´p´Y2, s2q.
In particular, HF´p´Y, sq is independent of s1. Under the identification H 2 pY q -H 2 pY1q ' H 2 pY2q, we have rα " pγ, 0q for some γ P H 2 pY1q. Therefore, we have s`rα " ps1`γq#s2, which implies HF´p´Y, s`rαq -HF´p´Y2, s2q.
Therefore, HF`pY, s`rαq -HF`pY, sq. Since y HF is determined by HF`when working over F, the desired equality for dim y HF holds as well.
To complete this section, we give a proof of Theorem 1.2.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let K be a genus one knot with reducing slope p. Up to mirroring, we may assume p ą 0. Sincevs is an isomorphism for s ě 1 andĥs is an isomorphism for s ď´1, Proposition 2.2 yields
Since S 3 p pKq is reducible, there is a non-trivial lens space connected summand. Since lens spaces are L-spaces, Lemma 2.6 implies there must be a Spin c structure rss ‰ r0s for which y HF pS 3 p pKq, rssq -p A0. This implies that p A0 -F, so the knot admits an L-space surgery, and hence is fibered by [Ghi08] . Recall that the only genus one fibered knots are the figure eight knot and the trefoil. One may check that for the figure eight knot, dim p A0 " 3, which is a contradiction. On the other hand, the trefoil is a torus knot, and hence satisfies the Cabling Conjecture by [Mos71] .
L-space knots
In this section we study the mapping cone formula for L-space knots and prove Theorem 1.3. Let K be a genus g knot in S 3 with an L-space surgery. Up to mirroring, we may assume that this surgery coefficient is positive. However, the purported reducing slope for K may be negative. In light of Theorem 1.2, assume g ě 2.
In the present situation, we obtain additional information about the truncated mapping cone diagram. First, it follows from [OS04b, Theorem 4.4] and a surgery exact triangle argument (using [OS04c, Theorem 9.16]) that p As -F and As -T`(3.1)
for each s P Z. This implies, by (2.3), that νpKq " g. By definition, all the maps p vs in the truncated mapping cone diagram vanish; one can also deduce that the p hs vanish as well. As for the maps vs , recall that for s ě g the map vs : As Ñ Bs is an isomorphism. For s ă g, since Vs is finite and the map vs is U -equivariant, we must have that vs is a surjection.
y HF and p | 2g´1
The goal of this subsection is to prove the following preliminary result using y HF .
Proposition 3.1. Let K be a hyperbolic L-space knot. If p is a reducing slope, then p | p2g´1q.
With the mapping cone formula one can easily compute the total dimension of y HF pS 
We are interested in Lemma 3.2 since it immediately establishes the following. Proof of Lemma 3.2. Let t0 " 1´g`maxt0, pu. Then t0 is the smallest value of t such that both the domain and codomain of the map vt appear in the truncated mapping cone diagram. Consider the following partition of the indices that occur in the diagram:
The truncated mapping cone diagram for 4-surgery on a genus 6 L-space knot. In this example, t0 "´1 and m " 1.
A −3
(b) The truncated mapping cone diagram for´2-surgery on a genus 4 L-space knot. In this example, t0 "´3 and m " 3. If Ii is nonempty, then´1 ď i ď m where
Fix an integer s. For´1 ď i ď m, there is at most one t P Ii with t " s pmod pq. Let D denote the object set of the truncated mapping cone diagram. Since the mapsvt andĥt in the diagram vanish and dim p At " dim p Bt " 1 for all t, Proposition 2.2 implies that computing the dimension of y HF pS 3 p pKq, rssq reduces to counting the number of objects p At and p Bt in D with t " s pmod pq. To facilitate this, we partition D into sets Si " Figure 2 for two explicit examples. For all 0 ď i ď m´1, the contribution of Si to dim y HF pS 3 p pKq, rssq is two. The contribution of S´1 to dim y HF pS 3 p pKq, rssq is one. Finally, the contribution of Sm is two if there exists t " s pmod pq such that g´k ď t ă g and zero otherwise. The result now follows from summing the contributions.
Proof of Proposition 3.1. Let K be a hyperbolic knot with a positive L-space surgery such that S 3 p pKq -Lpm, nq # R for Lpm, nq, R fl S 3 . Then p satisfies (1.1). Let |H 2 pRq| " r. Clearly r ă p. Suppose p does not divide 2g´1. By Proposition 3.3, the mod p residue class of g is the unique class such that dim y HF pS
By Lemma 2.6, we must also have dim y HF pS 3 p pKq, rg`r´1sq ą dim y HF pS 3 p pKq, rg`rsq.
Uniqueness implies that r is a multiple of p. This is a contradiction.
HF`and the proof of Theorem 1.3
In the following lemmas, we give a description of HFr ed pS 3 p pKqq in terms of the maps vt and ht . As discussed, since K is an L-space knot, each object in the truncated mapping cone diagram (either At or Bt ) is isomorphic to T`. Recall that under these identifications we have that vt pxq " U Vt x and ht pxq " U Ht x. In this setting, kerpvt`ht q is isomorphic to FrU s{U mintVt,Htu . Finally, we recall that for a rational homology sphere Y , HF 8 pY, sqFrU, U´1s for all s. In particular, this implies that U k¨H F`pY, sq is isomorphic to T`for k sufficiently large, and that under this identification, HFr ed pY, sq -HF`pY, sq{T`. Note that Lemma 3.4 below is essentially a special case of [NZ12, Proposition 3.6]; we include it to obtain explicit contact with the relative gradings on HFr ed . . We consider the truncated mapping cone diagram Xp ,s for the Spin c structure rss. Recall that Xp ,s consists of At for t " s pmod pq and 1´g ď t ď g´1, and Bt for t " s pmod pq and 1´g`p ď t ď g´1 together with the maps between them.
Consider the submodule of H˚pXp ,s q consisting of the image of arbitrarily large powers of U . We claim that any element in this submodule has non-zero projection to As . Indeed, identify At with FrU, U´1sxωty{U FrU sxωty. Fix N " 0, and consider the chain ηs "¨ÿ Note that for 1´g ď t ă´p 2 , the sum´Ht`Vs´mt is non-negative since Vs´Ht ě 0 by Lemmas 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5. Similarly, for p 2 ă t ď g´1, we have that Hs´Vt`nt is non-negative. We consider the action of U on ηs. It is straightforward to verify that U n¨η s is a cycle and non-zero in H˚pXp ,s q for any 0 ď n ď N , and that U n¨η s " 0 for n ą N . (Recall that Ht´Vt " t for all t P Z by Lemmas 2.3 and 2.5.) In particular, for all 0 ď n ď N , the projection of the cycle U n¨η s to As is U n´N¨ω s. By letting N grow arbitrarily large, it follows that any element of H˚pXp ,s q which is in the image of arbitrarily large powers of U has non-zero projection to As . This completes the proof of the claim. Now consider the subcomplex Rp,s Ă Xp ,s consisting of all of the At 's, except for As , and all of the Bt 's. This subcomplex determines a short exact sequence 0 Ñ Rp,s Ñ Xp ,s Ñ As Ñ 0.
By the preceding paragraph, the induced exact triangle on homology induces an injection from U k¨H˚p Xp ,s q to As for arbitrarily large k. As an injective FrU s-module map from T`to T`is an isomorphism, we must have that the induced map from U k¨H˚p Xp ,s q to As is an isomorphism. Therefore, HFr ed pS
We now show that the homology H˚pRp,sq is as described in the statement of the lemma. We claim the kernel of the differential on Rp,s is à
Indeed, any element in the kernel of the differential contained in ' 1´gďtă p 2
At must be a linear combination of elements in ker hk and kerpvt`ht q for 1´g`p ď t ă p 2 since the sequences tVsu and tHsu are non-increasing and non-decreasing, respectively, by Lemma 2.4. A similar statement holds for any element in the kernel of the differential contained in ' p 2 ătďg´1 At . Each Bt lies in the image of the differential on Rp,s. This completes the proof of the lemma.
We now consider negative surgeries. kerpvt`ht q.
Proof. As in the preceding proof, we consider the truncated mapping cone diagram Xp ,s for the Spin c structure rss. The diagram Xp ,s consists of At for t " s pmod pq and 1´g ď t ď g´1, and Bt for t " s pmod pq and 1´g`p ď s ď g´1, together with the maps between them. Each At and Bt is isomorphic to T`since K is an L-space knot.
The kernel of the differential on Xp ,s is à
Indeed, any element in the kernel of the differential contained in '1´gďtďg´1At must be a linear combination of elements in kerpvt`ht q for 1´g ď t ď g´1 since the sequences tVsu and tHsu are non-increasing and non-decreasing, respectively, by Lemma 2.4. Since the image of the differential is contained in à 1´g`pďtďg´1 t"s pmod pq
Bt ,
we can identify à 1´gďtďg´1 t"s pmod pq kerpvt`ht q with a submodule of HFr ed pS 3 p pKq, rssq. Let t0 be such that 1´g`p ď t0 ă 1´g and t0 " s pmod pq. Let n " V t 0`| p|´Ht 0`| p| . One can check that the image of the differential contained in Bt 0 is ker U n and so Bt 0 { ker U n is not in the image of the differential. Furthermore, any element of À 1´gďtďg´1 t"s pmod pq
Bt that is not in the image of the differential is homologous to a (possibly trivial) element of Bt 0 { ker U n . In particular, we can identify Bt 0 { ker U n with the image of U N on HF`pS 3 p pKq, rssq for large N . Thus, we conclude that
We also compute HF`pS 3 p pKqq in terms of the vt and ht when p " 1´2g. Lemma 3.7. Let K be an L-space knot. If p " 1´2g, then for |s| ă g, we have isomorphisms HF`pS 3 p pKq, rssq -
"
Bs ' kerpvs`hs q if s ă 0, Bs´| p| ' kerpvs`hs q if s ě 0.
Proof. Fix |s| ă g. We consider the truncated mapping cone diagram Xp ,s , which consists of As , Bs , and Bs´| p| , together with the map hs from As to Bs´| p| and the map vs from As to Bs .
The kernel of the differential is Bs´| p| ' Bs ' kerpvs`hs q.
If 1´g ď s ă 0, then by Lemmas 2.3 and 2.5, we have that Hs ă Vs. Thus, no element in Bs is in the image of the differential, and any element in Bs´| p| is homologous to a (possibly trivial) element in Bs . In particular, we can identify Bs with U N¨H˚p Xp,sq for N " 0. Similarly, if 0 ď s ď g´1, then Hs ě Vs, and we can identify Bs´| p| with U N¨H˚p Xp,sq for N " 0.
Furthermore, any element in Bs is either homologous to something in Bs´| p| or is in the image of the differential. This completes the proof.
In order to prove Theorem 1.3, we must analyze HF`pS 3 p pKq, rssq as a relatively-graded FrU s-module. As discussed, for an L-space knot, each As is isomorphic to T`and under this identification, we have kerpvs`hs q -FrU s{U mintVs ,Hsu . For each t with |t| ď g´1, we consider the elements xt, yt, and zt in At which correspond to U´m axtVt ,Htu , U´m intVt,Htu , and U´m intVt,Htu`1 respectively under the isomorphism At -T`. Note that xt, yt R kerpvt`ht q, while zt is the unique non-zero element of kerpvt`ht q with largest relative grading. Since K is a non-trivial L-space knot, we have mintVt, Htu ą 0 for all |t| ď g´1 (combine [OS11, Proof of Lemma 8.1] and [OS04a, Theorem 1.2]). Therefore, zt always exists for |t| ď g´1.
We define an auxiliary object 
Knots with two reducible surgeries
Proof of Theorem 1.6. Suppose that K is a knot of genus at most two with two reducing slopes. As discussed, we may assume that K is hyperbolic. By Theorem 1.2, we may assume g " 2.
As we noted in the introduction, the two reducing slopes are consecutive integers. Hence after possibly mirroring K, by (1.1) we assume that these slopes are 2 and 3. Since reducible surgeries on knots in S 3 produce non-trivial lens space connected summands, we see that each surgered manifold is the connected sum of a lens space and a homology sphere. By Lemma 2.6, we see that dim y HF pS
